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Abst rac t  
A lower bound on the probability P(A1 U ... U Am) is presented, in terms of the P(Ai)'s 
and P(AiNAj)'s only. A comparison is made to a similar inequality due to Dawson and 
Sankoff (1967). 
Theorem. Let {Ai}iEt be any finite family of events in a probability space (g2, P). 
Then 
( ) ~l P(A')2 
P UA i  ~ 
\ iEl / • ~ jE I  P(Ai 71 A j) 
(l) 
(We make the convention o = 0, so that events of probability zero are not counted 
in (1).)  
Proof. First assume that ~2 is finite. For each x E ~2, let deg(x) denote the number of 
Ai's that contain x. Also put p(x) = P[{x}].  We have 
\ i@l / iG1 xEA, deg(x) 
(~xEA, P(X)) 2 
>~ Z ~xCA, p(x)deg(x)  iEl 
P(Ai )2 
= ~ ZjE, P(Ai nAj )  iE1 
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We justify the three steps as follows. The first equation is easy to see, simply by 
interchanging the order of the double summation. The inequality is an application of 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: 
(x~A deg(x) ]P(X)~(x~AP(X)deg(x) ) 
/> L~J  " [P(x)deg(x)]l/2 = xE,4 / " 
The third step is an easy counting exercise. This proves (1), when f2 is finite. For 
the general case, note that there are only finitely many Boolean atoms defined by the 
Ai's, so that we can immediately reduce to the finite case. [] 
It is easy to see (since Cauchy-Schwarz was only applied at one step) that (1) is 
an equality if and only if the degrees deg(x) are constant on each Ai; and this is true 
independently of the probabilities P. 
We remark that, by taking limits, our lower bound (1) is valid for infinite sequences 
of events, providing the relevant series converge. 
There is an enormous literature on sieve inequalities, see e.g. [1,Chap. IV,3,4, 
Section 2, 5]; but the author has not seen (1) elsewhere. This bound is generally better 
than the Bonferroni inequality [1, p. 193] 
iE1 {i,j} 
but not always better: note that (2) holds with equality whenever the s-fold inter- 
sections (s>~3) all have probability zero. Thus for a system such as A1 = {a,b,d}, 
1 for each base element), (2) A2 ----- {a, c, e}, A3 ----- {b, c, f},  (with uniform probability g
is an equality whereas there is strict inequality in (1). 
For brevity, we henceforth write S1 = ~-~iezP(Ai) and $2 = ~{i,j}P(Ai fq Aj) 
(this sum is over unordered pairs of distinct events). The bound (2) is often rather 
weak, but there is a beautiful refinement discovered by Dawson and Sankoff [2]: for 
r = 1,2,3 .... : 
P Ai >1 ~-~S1 r(r + 
Furthermore, they determined the value of r that maximizes the right-hand side of (3) 
leading to the following bound: 
P Ai >I (2 -  0)$1 + 2S2 + (1 - O)SI +2S2 ' 
where 0 := 2Sz/S1 - [2S2/$1J. 
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Dawson and Sankoff also point out that the expression in (4) is minimized, for 0 in 
the range 0 ~< 0 ~< 1, when 0 = 0, leading to the slightly weaker 
P Ai ) S1 + 2S-------~2 " 
We will provide an example showing that (1) may give a better estimate than (4). 
Before doing so, we note that (1) always gives a bound at least as good as (5); in 
other words we claim that 
P(Ai) 2 >~_ S~ 
Z ~jelP(AiAAj) $1 +2S2 " 
iE1 
(6) 
Indeed, (6) is a consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (~i~2)(~,~fl2)>~ 
(~i ctifli) 2, applied to 
and 
O~ i ~- 
fli ~- 
P(A~) 
[ ~"~jEI P(Ai N A j)] 1/2 
Now consider the following example. Let Ai = {1,2 , . . . , i} ,  i = 1,2 . . . . .  n; the 
n A I for all i. Clearly, P (Ui=I i) = probability distribution is uniform, i.e., P({i}) = n 
P(An) = 1. Let us see what lower bounds are provided by (1) and (4). We compute 
and 
S1- -~-~P(A i )= ~( l+2+. . .+n) -n+l  
2 
i=1 
$2= Z P(Ai~Aj)= Z P(Ai) 
1 <~i<j<~n 1 <~i<j<~n 
1 y~ i= l~--~i(n_i) 
n n 
1 <~i<j<~n i=1 
n. (n + 1) (n + 1)(2n + 1) n 2 - 1 
2 6 6 
Therefore, 2S2/$1 = 2(n -  1 )/3. This ratio is an integer when n -  1 (mod3); for sim- 
plicity, let us consider only this case, so that in (4), 0 = 0 and we have the simpler 
form (5) to work with. This gives a lower bound of 
S~ (n + 1)2/4 3(n + 1) 
S1 + 2S2 (n + 1 )/2 + (n 2 - 1)/3 2(2n + 1 ) '  
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which is asymptotic to 3 as n ~ e~. On the other hand, for each i 
Z P(Ai N Aj ) = P(Ai ) -Jr- Z P(Ai N Aj ) 
j-1 j~i 
1 
-=- ( iq . ( lq .2q , . - .+ i -  1 )q . i (n - i ) )  
n /( 
n 2 " 
Hence (1) gives a lower bound of 
(i/n) 2 2 ~-~ i 
i (n - - -~ l ) /2 )  n 2nqS l - i  
i:1 n i:1 
It is not too hard to show that this expression is asymptotic to 2121n2 - 1] ~ 0.7726 
as n --~ cx~; we omit the details. Thus our estimate beats the Dawson-Sankoff estimate 
of 0.75. Note that we have here a kind of computational trade-off: the bound (1) is 
always as good or better than (5) (as asserted by (6)), but (1) involves a sum of 
ratios, rather than a single ratio, so that the asymptotic analysis tends to be harder. 
In conclusion, we note that if IAil >~k and [A i NAj]  ~<2 for all i and j ~ i, and the 
probability of the base elements are the same, then (1) becomes 
m mk 2 
U Ai >~ k + (m-  1)2' (7) 
which is due to K. Corr~idi (Problem at the Schweitzer Competition, Matematikai Lapok 
20 (1969) 159-162; in Hungarian). This is accessible in English as [4, Problem 13.13]. 
Thus, (1) is a direct 'non-uniform' generalization of Corrfidi's inequality. 
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